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Abstract
The second edition of ISO 19229 expands the guidance in its predecessor in two ways. Firstly, it
provides more support and examples describing possible experimental approaches for purity analysis. A
novelty is that it describes how the beta distribution, or some other suitable probability distribution can
be used to approximate the distribution of the output quantity, i.e., the fraction of a component. It also
provides guidance on how to report coverage intervals in those cases, where the usual approximation from
the GUM (Guide to the expression of Uncertainty in Measurement) to use the normal or t distribution
is inappropriate because of vicinity of zero. Coverage intervals play an important role in conformity
assessment, and it is also customary to report measurement uncertainty in the form of a coverage interval,
notwithstanding that ISO/IEC 17025 does not explicitly require it. ISO 6141, which sets requirements for
certificates of calibration gas mixtures, does require the statement of an expanded uncertainty, which has
been interpreted that in the case of a non-symmetric output probability distribution, a coverage interval
should be stated, along with the value and the standard uncertainty. This paper gives a brief background
to the choices made and examples in ISO 19229.
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1 Introduction
ISO 19229 [1] was originally developed to support documentary standards describing static [2,3] and dy-
namic methods [4] for calibration gas mixture preparation. As the latter documentary standards are based
on the law of propagation of uncertainty from the Guide to the expression of Uncertainty in Measurement
(GUM) [5], it sufficed to provide guidance for calculating values and standard uncertainties for the frac-
tions of impurities. For the provision of calibration and reference material certificates, the guidance fell
short in that it is not always appropriate to base an expanded uncertainty of a fraction on the normal or t
distribution.
The first edition of ISO 19229 [1] has been revised to provide more guidance and examples on the
experimental aspects of purity analysis, also related to applications of “zero gas” (the gas used to establish
a zero point for an analyser). Such applications are often related to the calibration of an analyser [6, 7].
The second edition of ISO 19229 [8] also considers the idea that the producer of the “zero gas” is not the
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user, so that a certificate has to be issued. Although it is not explicitly stated in ISO/IEC 17025 [9], mea-
surement uncertainty is usually reported as an expanded uncertainty, from which the recipient can derive
the standard uncertainty using the stated coverage factor. ISO 6141 [10] is more explicit and requires the
provision of an expanded uncertainty, which is the half-width of a (symmetric) coverage interval [5].
As the results of purity analysis are often close to zero (for a fraction of an impurity) or one (for
the fraction of the most abundant component), it is often inappropriate to approximate the probability
density function of the output quantity by the normal distribution or t distribution, as presumed by the
GUM [5]. Instead, often a non-symmetric probability density function is required, to avoid that part of the
coverage interval lies in an infeasible region (below zero or above one for fractions). Specific guidance
is provided in the second edition of ISO 19229 to establish coverage intervals that are valid and can be
used in applications that require coverage intervals, such as assessing compliance with a limit [11], the
development of specifications, and the comparison of measurement results.
In this paper, some background is given as to the choices made in the development of the clause on
establishing coverage intervals, and some more elaborate explanations.
2 Coverage intervals
The most commonly used probability density functions in metrology are the normal distribution, t distri-
bution and rectangular distribution [5, 12]. They are frequently used in type B evaluations of standard
uncertainty. Particularly, the normal distribution and t-distribution are also commonly used to approxi-
mate the probability density function of the output quantity (the measurand) [5]. In many cases, such
an approximation is adequate for generating 95 % coverage intervals. Since the publication of the Monte
Carlo method of GUM Supplement 1 (GUM-S1) [12], there is a more reliable way of obtaining a coverage
interval, namely by propagating the assigned probability density functions to the input quantities using
the measurement model. This method has not been chosen for the second edition of ISO 19229, for most
practitioners rely on the law of propagation of uncertainty from the GUM [5] to propagate the uncertainties
arising during purity analysis.
As the Monte Carlo method of GUM-S1 will usually provide a non-symmetric coverage interval, the
reporting requirements have been articulated as follows [12]:
a) an estimate y of the output quantity Y ;
b) the standard uncertainty u(y) associated with y;
c) the stipulated coverage probability 100p % (e.g. 95 %);
d) the endpoints of the selected 100p % coverage interval (e.g. 95 % coverage interval) for Y ;
e) any other relevant information, such as whether the coverage interval is a probabilistically symmetric
coverage interval or a shortest coverage interval
It is important to note that for non-symmetric coverage intervals, there is
1. a difference between a probabilistically symmetric coverage interval and a shortest coverage interval.
For symmetric probability density functions, these intervals are the same;
2. no way to calculate from a non-symmetric coverage interval the standard uncertainty;
3. no expanded uncertainty, neither a coverage factor.
Sometimes a non-symmetric coverage interval is denoted by introducing U− and U+, where U− denotes the
width of the coverage interval from its lower bound to the estimate (= measured value) and U+ denotes
the width of the coverage interval from the estimate to its upper bound.
ISO 19229 [8] does not specify how the coverage interval is reported if it is symmetric. If the interval
is non-symmetric, ISO 19229 [8] requires that the bounds of it shall be reported, as well as the estimate
and standard uncertainty, which are required for using the law of propagation of uncertainty from the
GUM [5] in a subsequent application. These reporting requirements appear at first glance more involved
than those usually applied (an expanded uncertainty, a probability level and a coverage factor), but these
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follow largely good practice in reporting non-symmetric coverage intervals as described in GUM-S1 [12].
The various elements of the reporting focus (potentially) on different users with different requirements.
3 Purity analysis
The result of a purity analysis of a component i in a “pure” material, when expressed as a fraction, is by
definition a non-negative value x i and associated standard uncertainty u(x i). The standard uncertainty
in chemical composition measurement is often expressed as a relative standard uncertainty, i.e., u(x i)/x i ,
which is admissible as long as x i > 0. It should be recalled that the standard uncertainty is not only a
matter of repeatability of measurement; effects such as the uncertainty associated with the calibration,
the measurement of the “zero” (blank) etc. may lead to large values for the relative standard uncertainty
for small values of x i . ISO 19229 [8] considers the estimate x i as close to zero if x i ≤ 4u(x i), bearing in
mind that usually a 95 % coverage interval is to be reported. A different value for the factor than 4 may
be chosen for other coverage probabilities.
Using the normal distribution and a coverage probability p = 0.95, the coverage factor k = 1.96 [5].
The coverage interval for this probability density function is symmetrical, so it can given as x i ± U(x i),
where U(x i) denotes the expanded uncertainty associated with x i . The coverage interval thus obtained is
the shortest, leaving 0.025 of the probability below the lower bound x i−U(x i) and 0.025 above the upper
bound x i + U(x i).
In the vicinity of zero, the lower bound of the normal coverage interval x i−U(x i) may drop below zero.
In these cases, the normal distribution is no longer acceptable to establish a coverage interval. A value is
close to zero if the number of standard uncertainties between it and 0 is small (say, less than 4). So, for
example if x i = 3.0× 10−9 mol mol−1 with u(x i) = 2.0× 10−9 mol mol−1, then x i is in the vicinity of zero.
For obtaining a coverage interval, a probability density function is required that is defined on the interval
only, preferably between 0 and 1, the interval on which the amount-of-substance fraction is defined.
If the normal distribution is considered to be a reasonable approximation for the probability density
function of the amount-of-substance fraction of an impurity which is not close to zero, then one would like
to have a probability density function that (1) has a similar shape as the normal distribution under these
considerations and (2) would restrict the amount-of-substance fraction to be between [0, 1], boundaries
included. Such a candidate is the beta distribution, [13]. Figure 1 shows for four different relative standard
uncertainty levels the beta distribution and the normal distribution. According to the criterion in ISO 19229
[8], only the case where u(x)/x = 0.1 is considered to be not in the vicinity of zero, the other cases are. It is
seen that for a relative standard uncertainty of 10 % (bottom-right panel in figure 1), the beta distribution
and normal distribution look very similar, and they become less similar with increasing relative standard
uncertainty. It is also seen that the area under the curve of the normal probability density function that
lies below zero increases with increasing relative standard uncertainty.
4 Coverage intervals from the beta distribution
The computations with the beta distribution are somewhat more involved than with the normal distribu-
tion, which is characterised by the mean µ and varianceσ2 as parameters. The probability density function
of the beta distribution also has two parameters, α and β . The mean and variance of the beta distribution
are given by respectively
µ=
α
α+ β
(1)
and
σ2 =
αβ
(α+ β)2(α+ β + 1)
(2)
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Figure 1: Comparison between the normal (black dotted line) and beta distribution (red solid line) for
different values of the coefficient of variation. The vertical line indicates zero on the amount-of-substance
fraction axis
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Based on equations (1) and (2), the parameters of the beta distribution can be expressed in terms of the
mean µ and variance σ2, i.e.,
α=

1−µ
σ2
− 1
µ

µ2 (3)
and
β = α

1
µ
− 1

(4)
Substituting the values x i for µ and u(x i) for σ enables the calculation of the parameters of the beta
distribution from the measured amount-of-substance fraction and its standard uncertainty. Then, with the
parameters of the beta distribution, the coverage interval can be calculated.
For calculating the coverage interval, a probability needs to be specified, say p = 0.95. Secondly, a
decision needs be taken on how to distribute the remaining probability 1− p. Distributing this probability
evenly (as is done with the symmetric normal interval above) no longer gives the shortest coverage interval
if the distribution is not symmetric. In principle, it is not required to specify the shortest interval, but
in particular for symmetrical distribution functions it is customary to do so. A comparison between the
probabilistically symmetric coverage intervals computed from the two distributions is shown in table 1 for
the same mean and standard deviation.
Table 1: Comparison between coverage intervals from the normal and beta distributions. L denotes the
lower bound, H the upper bound of the interval. All data are given as amount-of-substance fractions (×109)
normal beta
x u(x) L H L H
300 240 −170 770 23 920
300 150 6 594 82 657
300 90 124 476 150 500
300 30 241 359 244 362
Table 1 shows the coverage intervals using the normal distribution (k = 1.96) and the beta distribution
for an amount-of-substance fraction x = 300nmol mol−1 and four different relative standard uncertainties:
80 %, 50 %, 30 %, and 10 %. The corresponding probability density functions are shown in figure 1. It
is readily seen that with decreasing standard uncertainty, the lower and upper limits of both coverage
intervals become more alike. For a relative standard uncertainty of 10 % (the last line in table 1), the
differences are insignificant. Even for a relative standard uncertainty of 30 %, the differences are in most
practical circumstances meaningless. The calculations shown here provide a rationale for considering a
result with a relative standard uncertainty of 25 % as being “close to zero” [8].
5 Shortest coverage interval
Instead of a probabilistically symmetric coverage interval, the shortest coverage interval may be required.
For a symmetric probability distribution, these intervals coincide [12], but for a non-symmetric coverage
interval, they can be markedly different. The shortest interval can be found by “trial and error”, starting
with the probabilistically-symmetric coverage interval. By changing the lower limit (or upper limit), it can
be seen whether the width increases or decreases. For some value of this limit, the width of the interval
reaches a minimum. A more sophisticated approach is to use a minimisation routine, such as the function
optim() in R [14], which implements, among others, Brent’s bisection method [15]. The code of this
optimisation is given in section A.2, which is based on the code for computing a coverage interval using
the beta distribution (see section A.2).
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Using the example from 1, for a relative standard uncertainty of 30 %, the shortest coverage interval is
given by [136, 479]× 10−9. The width of this interval is 342× 10−9, whereas that of the probabilistically
symmetric interval is 350× 10−9 (see also table 1). For larger relative standard uncertainties, the difference
between the shortest and probabilistically symmetric coverage intervals will increase, depending on the
purpose of the coverage interval, the related conformity assessment and what interval is more appropriate
[11].
6 Other probability levels
It is important to bear in mind that for probabilities other than 95 %, “close to zero” can require a different
interpretation. For a 99 % coverage interval and a relative standard uncertainty of 30 %, the interval
using the normal distribution is [68,532] × 10−9 whereas that for the beta distribution the interval is
[119, 582]× 10−9. These intervals are much more different from one another than those given in table 1
for 95 % probability and 30 % relative standard uncertainty.
7 Use of the scaled beta distribution
In ISO 19229, an example is given where the measured amount-of-substance fraction is 100× 10−9 mol mol−1
and a standard uncertainty of 30× 10−9 molmol−1. In this example, a scaled beta distribution is used, be-
cause the implementation in software of the calculation of the inverse of the cumulative beta distribution
is not always sufficiently numerically stable. In older spreadsheet software, it occurred that by directly
substituting this measured value and standard uncertainty in equations (3) and (4) and using these pa-
rameters in the subsequent calculation resulted in an error message. Newer versions of the same software
allowed the direct calculation.
The calculations with and without scaling are compared as follows. By substituting directly the mea-
sured value for µ and the squared standard uncertainty for σ2, µ = 100× 10−9 and σ2 = 9.00× 10−16 in
to equation (3), α = 11.11. From equation (4), we obtain β = 1.1111× 108. With these values for the
coefficients, the 95 % coverage interval obtained from the inverse beta function is [50, 167]× 10−9.
With rescaling of the results by a factor 1000, we obtain µ= 100× 10−6 and σ2 = 9.00× 10−10. From
equation (3), α = 11.1099 and from (4), β = 111 088. With these values for the coefficients, the scaled
95 % coverage interval obtained from the inverse beta function is [50, 167]×10−6. Dividing by the scaling
factor gives the coverage interval [50, 167] × 10−9, as in the case without scaling. When reproducing
the limits of the coverage interval with a larger number of digits, it can be shown that the intervals are
close, but not identical. The scaled coverage interval is [50123,166809] × 10−9, whereas the coverage
interval without scaling is [50.124, 166.811]× 10−9. Apart from the effect of the scaling factor, it is seen
that there are tiny differences in the computed limits of the probabilistically symmetric coverage intervals.
These differences are however, for representing the result with an adequate number of meaningful digits,
irrelevant.
8 Perspective of the recipient of the certificate
Most recipients of calibration or reference material certificates are accustomed to taking the expanded
uncertainty U and use this parameter for a further application, which may include but is not limited to
– conformity assessment (see also JCGM 106 [11])
– propagation of uncertainty using the law of propagation of uncertainty [5,16]
– propagation of uncertainty using the Monte Carlo method [12,16]
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For the conformity assessment, the coverage interval has been provided. If it is needed at a different
probability level, or with a different distribution of the probability (e.g., one-sided), the estimate and
standard uncertainty can be taken to obtain the parameters of the beta distribution (equations (3) and
(4)), followed by calculating the desired coverage interval (see for example listing 1 or listing 2).
In the case of using the law of propagation of uncertainty, the information on the certificate provides
all that is needed without the need to make any computation: the estimate and the standard uncertainty.
Finally, when using the Monte Carlo method one needs to sample from the beta distribution with the
appropriate values for the coefficients. If these are not provided explicitly, these can be obtained from the
estimate and standard uncertainty using equations (3) and (4).
9 Concluding remarks
The revised ISO 19229 [8] provides not only better guidance in conducting experiments for purity analysis
in the support of calibration gas mixture preparation and use in the calibration of analysers, but also a
clause on how to calculate coverage intervals. In the vicinity of zero, it is appropriate to approximate the
probability density function of the amount-of-substance fraction of an impurity by the beta distribution,
as for small relative standard uncertainties (below, say, 10 %) the shape of this probability distribution is
very similar to the normal distribution and hence produces very similar 95 % coverage intervals. As there
is no direct relationship between the bounds of the non-symmetric coverage interval and the standard un-
certainty, the latter should be reported explicitly to facilitate users of the law of propagation of uncertainty
of the GUM in a subsequent uncertainty calculation.
The use of the beta distribution has raised some issues as to whether it models properly the proba-
bility distribution of an amount-of-substance fraction. Deliberately, this question has been answered by
benchmarking the beta distribution against the otherwise used normal distribution. This approach greatly
simplified answering the question, for the appropriateness of the normal distribution was put aside. That
proof would have been much harder to deliver. A nice feature of the beta distribution is that it approxi-
mates the normal distribution quite closely, so that the decision as to whether a result is in the vicinity of
zero is not that critical. In case of doubt, the beta distribution should be used.
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A Code used in calculations
A.1 Coverage intervals
The code in listing 1 shows how to calculate the coverage intervals based on the normal distribution
and beta distribution in R [14]. Lines 1-2 declare the value and standard uncertainty of the amount-of-
substance fraction. Lines 4-5 compute the parameters α and β of the beta distribution. Line 9 calculates the
coverage interval using the normal distribution, taking as parameters the value and standard uncertainty
of the amount-of-substance fraction. Line 10 calculates the coverage interval using the beta distribution
taking α and β as parameters.
A.2 Shortest coverage interval
Instead of using a trial-and-error approach, the shortest coverage interval can be found by using, for exam-
ple Brent’s method [15] implemented in the R function optim(). Lines 1-4 in listing 2 creates the function
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1 x . va l = 300e−9
2 x . unc = 0.3 x . va l
3
4 ( alpha = ((1−x . va l )/x . unc^2−1/x . va l ) x . va l^2)
5 ( beta = alpha (1/x . val −1))
6
7 prob = 0.99
8 # normal d i s t r i b u t i o n
9 ( l i m i t s = qnorm( c((1−prob )/2,(1−prob )/2+prob ) ,mean = x . val , sd = x . unc ) )
10 # beta d i s t r i b u t i o n
11 ( l i m i t s = qbeta ( c((1−prob )/2,(1−prob )/2+prob ) , alpha , beta ) )
Listing 1: Code for calculating probabilistic-symmetric coverage intervals for the normal and beta
distributions
1 width . c f <− func t ion (L , prob , alpha , beta ) {
2 l i m i t s = qbeta ( c (L , L+prob ) , alpha , beta )
3 l i m i t s [2]− l i m i t s [1]
4 }
5
6 ( r e s u l t = optim ( par=0.025 , fn = width . cf , prob=prob , alpha=alpha , beta=beta , method = " Brent " , lower
=0,upper=1−prob ) )
7 ( l i m i t s = qbeta ( c ( r e s u l t $par , r e s u l t $par+prob ) , alpha , beta ) )
Listing 2: Code for calculating the shortest coverage interval for the beta distribution
to be minimised, which computes the width of the coverage interval using the beta distribution for a given
probability prob and lower limit of the coverage interval L. alpha and beta are the parameters of the
beta distribution. The actual minimisation is done by a call to the R function optim() in line 6. Line 7
uses the location of the minimum (returned in result$par) to compute the shortest coverage interval of
the beta distribution.
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